Scholarships and Financial Aid are available.

Many EAP programs' costs are similar to the equivalent period of time at UCI. Detailed budgets are on the web at: www.eap.ucop.edu

“Especially for English majors, I think the EAP experience is ideal, even essential. Going abroad is more than accumulating classes at a different institution: it is becoming accustomed to habits, customs, sights, sounds, and smells that are unfamiliar. If you go to another European country (or even a non-European one), you will gain a greater understanding of how literature in English, since the ninth century, has both used and departed from different traditions. When you return from abroad, I am convinced that you will find your UCI experience immeasurably richer.”

Professor Kroll
English

Fulfill 2nd Year Language courses:

- **EAP:**
  Arabic, Chinese, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Swedish, Vietnamese

- **IOP:**
  All languages

Fulfill equivalent of English 102 and above:

- **EAP Australia**
  Various universities
  *(courses in English)*

- **EAP Denmark**
  University of Copenhagen
  *(courses in English)*

- **EAP Spain**
  Various universities

- **EAP United Kingdom**
  Various universities
  *(courses in English)*

And many more!

See details at
www.cie.uci.edu/academics/engl.html

DON'T SETTLE

UCI Center for International Education

www.cie.uci.edu